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Paperback. Condition: New. Ships From Canada. New. No dust jacket as issued. Book Description
You CAN eat fat and be healthy! For years we have been told that "'"fat"'" is bad for us. But the low-
fat and no-fat-diets designed to improve our health have instead created an overweight society with
skyrocketing rates of heart disease and diabetes. Recent scientific research has shown that certain
types of essential fatty acids (EFAs) healthy fats improve immune and hormone functions, and play
a vital role in treating all forms of degenerative disease, including cancer. Healthy Fats for Life will
help you to understand the difference between "'"good"'" fats and "'"bad"'" fats, while providing a
simple plan for obtaining essential fats to reach optimum health. Learn how to: * reduce your
weight * lower your cholesterol * control your diabetes * prevent heart disease * reduce the risk of
cancer * improve brain function * develop stronger bones * increase your longevity * eliminate
arthritis symptoms * protect the pros.
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ReviewsReviews

Great eBook and beneficial one. Yes, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this book from my i and dad
recommended this ebook to understand.
-- Jessyca  Lubowitz  I--  Jessyca  Lubowitz  I

Certainly, this is the finest work by any article writer. It really is full of wisdom and knowledge You will not sense monotony at at any time of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Ma r ion Ma nn DDS-- Ma r ion Ma nn DDS
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